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• The IAEA has recently developed  a specific scheme of 
services for Nuclear Capacity Building in support of the 
Member States 

o operating research reactors (RR) 

o willing to use RRs as a primary facility to develop nuclear 
competences 

o as a supporting step to embark into a national nuclear 
programme.  

• The scheme is composed of four complementary 
instruments, each of them being targeted to specific 
objective and audience 

o Distance Training: Internet Reactor Laboratory (IRL) 

o Basic Training: Regional Research Reactor Schools 

o Intermediate Training: East European Research Reactor 
Initiative (EERRI) Group Fellowship Course 

o Advanced Training: International Centres based on Research 
Reactors (ICERR) 

Four Instruments 



Distance Training: Internet Reactor 
Laboratory 
Objective 

Connects through internet an operating research  reactor 
(Host reactor) to Guest institutions, generally Universities 
within the same region 

Offers the opportunity to add a practical component to 
academic programmes in nuclear engineering, and nuclear 
physics, when access to an operating research reactor in the 
country is not feasible 

Programme 

5 or 6 half day sessions broadcasted every year to Guest 
institutions (criticality exp., rod calibration, temperature 
effect, …) 

Participants 

Mainly intended for students of nuclear engineering and 
nuclear physics; can also be extended to other audiences, 
such as nuclear professionals, offering tailored experiments 
or demonstration exercises 



Basic Training: Regional Research Reactor Schools  

Objective  

Offers a unique on-site hands-on training 
experience taking advantage of practical research 
reactor experiments generally conducted at 
different research reactors within the same 
region 

Programme  

A two week course on reactor physics, safe 
operation and utilization, combining theoretical 
classes (50 %) and hands-on exercises (50 %) 

Participants  

Intended for young professionals with a technical 
degree in nuclear engineering, nuclear physics or 
related fields; their current or future assignment 
is generally linked to existing research reactor 
facilities or reactors in advanced planning stage 



Intermediate Training: EERRI Group Fellowship Course 

Objective 

A more extensive learning opportunity, including 
theoretical classes, facilities familiarization, and hands-on 
experimental activities 

Programme 

It involves theoretical classes, site visits and extensive 
hands-on experimental activities 

It covers a broad range of topics related to RRs, as well as 
nuclear safety, security and safeguards considerations, 
radiation protection and an introduction to nuclear power 
plants 

Candidates are periodically tested and  evaluated; they 
receive an attendance certificate. 

Participants 

Intended for young professionals with degrees in 
engineering and science and preferably with some 
experience in the nuclear field; participants’ current or 
future assignment is generally linked to a national 
research reactor or nuclear power programme 
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Advanced training at ICERRs  
Objective 

The ICERR scheme  is intended to help MSs gain timely access to relevant 
infrastructure based on RR and ancillary facilities to achieve both their nuclear 
R&D and Capacity Building objectives 

Access to an ICERR is carried out through a bilateral agreement signed between a 
MS’s Organization (named Affiliate) and the ICERR (IAEA acts as a facilitator)  

Programmes 

ICERRs can exhibit a broad spectrum of offers related to nuclear capacity building  
such as education and specific training for young professionals, specific hands-
on-training program (e.g. irradiation and testing services or hot or analytical 
laboratories); on-the-job training for research reactor operators, maintenance 
personnel, radioprotection specialists or regulators 

Participants 

Particularly well suited for professionals with experience in research reactor 
operation, maintenance and utilization; it can also be used for initial education 
and training 
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Thank you! 


